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ABSTRACT 

The princivie of isotope thermometry is that isotope ratios are 

temperature dependent.  It is proposed that Isotope ratios in bio- 

organic material may have independent temperature coefficients, so 

that by measuring ratios for several elements, e.g. hydrogen, carbon 

and oxygen, it may be possible to show that a temperature change 

occurred. Assuming that cellulose is formed almost at equilibrium. 

temperature coefficients for C. H and 0 are computed and found to be 

of measurable size. The coefficients computed for C13/C12 and D/ll 

agree with measured values. Thus indications are that temperature 

changes in past climates may be measured in old tree rings, using 

this principle of multiple thermometers. 



1 • INTRODUCTION 

The principle of isotope thermometry is that the isotopic ratios 

are ternperature dependent. There are two kinds of te.perature dependence, 

kinetic and equilibria.. The theory of kinetic isotope separation is 

well established.  For exatnple, in the gaseous diffusion process for 

separation of the uraniun. isotopes, separation is caused by a difference 

in the rates with which the two species pass through holes in a barrier. 

In case of equilibrium, separation is caused by a difference of 

differences, namely the difference between separation by the forward 

rate and separation by the reverse rate, the two rates being equal. 

Distillation of liquid in a closed container is ^ ^^ ^ ^^ 

at equilibrium, while vaporization into a vacuum is kinetic. 

In distillation of a liquid containing two or more elements in 

the molecule, the corresponding isotope thermometers are functionally 

related because the corresponding vapor pressure ratios, which determine 

the separations on evaporation and condensation, depend on the same 

force constants tying them together. 

In bio-organic material howev.r. there may be at least three 

useful Isotope thermometers, namely D/II. c13/c12. and 018/016. The 

basic reaction is photosynthesis with production of cellulose, here 

written schematically as a basic module. H ,| - OH. or CH20. according 

to C02 + H20 - CH20 + 02. In this reaction all three elements may 

yield isotope thermometers, and they may be independent of each other. 

That is, the ratio 018/016 is no longer functionally related to D/li 

because diatomic oxygen is being evolved and so rotational and vibra- 

tlonal energies of the 0-0 bond are involved and because in cellulose 
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oxygen is bound to carbon as well as hydrogen.  For the same reason, 

the temperature coefficient of 018/016 and C13/C12 may be not functionally 

related. And finally, the ratio C13/C12 should be independent 

of D/H because carbon and hydrogen are initially in different molecules, 

with differing vibrational frequencies. 

In case variations are measured for only one isotope ratio the 

relation to paleo temperature is not proven.  But if ratios are 

measured for two, three, or more independent isotopes in the same organic 

material,  it is possible that the relation to temperature can be 

firmly established and quantified, and this is the principle point 

of the present discussion. 

Over the small temperature interval ( 00C < t < +30oC) within 

which climate could have varied without killing terrestrial life as 

we know it, the dependences of isotope ratios on temperature may be 

assumed to be linear for bio-organic material.  That is, for isotope 

ratios 6J, where j = 2, 13, 15, 18, 34, 41, . . .referring to D, C13, 

M15  18 „34  41 
" » u  , t>  , K  ,. . .the temperature dependence may be written as 

6J = aJt + b!,   (aJ and b1 constants) 

where aJ is the temperature coefficient and t is temperature. Then, a 

change At is related to a change A5J by, (for a given compound), 

.,2    13    15    18 
&t = Ai. = 45_ = M_ = AL. = 

a2   a13   a15   aI8 
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The multiple over-determination of temperature by using a  set of many 

thermometers may make it possible to show with some level of 

confidence that a temperature change did occur.  It is also possible 

that new effects, not caused by temperature, will be demonstrated by 

the method of multiple thermometry, if some of the above ratios, but 

not all of them, show equality. Probably the specific relations to 

temperature will have to be calibrated at each geographical position 

to take into account local variations in water and CO-. 

Finally, bio-organic data bases can be radiocarbon dated, so that 

if evidence for temperature changes is stored in them, the dates when 

the changes occurred can be evaluated. 
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II.  EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF 

iSOTOPE RATIOS IN !3IO-ORGANIC MATERIAL 

Although animal bio-organic material is not directly derived from 

photo-synthesis, nevertheless animals are largely what they eat, so 

that bio-organic material from both plants and animals may be useful 

in isotope thermometry. Some of the evidence^ ' on isotope thermometers 

in bio-organic material is as follows. 

13 12 
The C /C  ratio in con-Justible organic matter in cores from 

sea bottoms shows variations of as much as 6 parts per thousand with 

depth, these have been measured and attributed to temperature variation 

In the sea surface with time, by Rogers and Kbons.'2' Also, in a study of 

marine plankton, by Sackett et al/3' the C13 concentration was found 

depleted by 6 per mil where surface waters are near 0oC relative to 

samples collected where surface temperatures are about 250C. These 

observations on both plant and animal plankton suggest that the 

temperature coefficient of C13/C12 in bio-organic material 18*0.24 

parts per thousand per degree C in the temperature range 0 - 255C. 

In further work by Degens et al,( ' the temperature coefficient 

13 12 
of C /C  in marine phytoplankton grown in laboratory cultures was 

(«asurcd as-0.35 parts per thousand per degree C between 10 - 30oC. 
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While shell carbonate is not, strictly speaking, bio-organic 

material, nevertheless,   for completeness we note here that variations 
1H  If 

in the 0 /0  ratio in foraminifera shells from Caribbean Sea cores 

have been measured by several workers and interpreted in terms of paleo- 

temperature variations.  '  This in fact was the first isotope 

thermometer, as developed by H. C, Urey.  ' 

It may be that other isotope ratios in bio-organic material are 

temperature dependent, such as N /N14 and S34/s32, perhaps increasing 

the number of independent thermomotors in bio-oroanic data bases to 

five or six. This possibility should bo investigated. 

III.  THE QHLSTIO:; PF nCUTLIBPJL'M 

In the following paper an attempt is made to estimate the magni- 

tudes of the temperature coefficients of the several isotope thermometers 

in bio-organic data bases. This can bo done using thormodynamic 

considorations, if one assumes that the organic material is manufactured in 

equilibrium with its surroundings. This is of cource a major assumption, 

but ono which does not soom too unlikely. For example, in experiments in 

the laboratory tho isotopic composition of CaCO slowly formed from 

aqueous solution,was found to bo the same as in tho shells produced 

by aquatic organises at the same tomporatu«:(#.' ' In any case, this 

assumption can be tested for plants and anlpals grown in laboratory 

conditions* 



In the wild state, in coastal waters and estuaries, 

the carbon and oxygen isotopic composition of shell carbonate 

has been shown to be in isotopic equilibrium with bicarbonate 

/ON 
dissolved in the water.  ; The life span of the shell fish 

is about one year, so it would seem equilibration in self- 

manufacture might take place rapidly, say in less than or 

about a day. Equilibration between CO- gas and sea water 

is known to occur in less than A8 hours,  ^ and between 

C02 gas, water and precipitated Ci,C03 in less than 6 days/
10,:il) 

In living animals, f.ritiated water is known to equilibrate 

with blood serum of rats in 6 days or less. 2' Thus the 

evidence, although meager, is that equilibration takes place 

rapidly compared with the relevant life spans. 

It should be pointed out that in shells the carbon and 

oxygen are not independent thermometers because they are tied 

by the same vibrations in the C-0 bond. But there is also 

organic material in the shell matrix xdiich could provide a 

set of multiple thermometers, and furthermore could be 

radiocarbon dated. 

The question of the degree to which equilibrium obtains 

in formation of cellulose is interesting in itself. If 

equilibrium seems to apply, the assumption could be 

extended to computations of production of other substances,  if 

equilibrium does not obtain, and instead the processes of isotope 

fractionatlon are kinetic, then the temperature coefficients should 

be even larger than those estimated by assuming cqullibrii.,. 
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CALCULATION OF PARTITION FUNCTION FOR CELI.IIT.OSK 

For a reaction in which there is isotope exchange, the equilibrium 

constant K^ can be expressed in terms of the total partition 

functions Q* and Q, for molecules containing the heavy and light 

isotopes respectively, as follows. We define Q as the product of 

rotational, vibrational and translational parts, neglecting vibrational- 

rotational coupling: 

Q ■ «U ^ib V a) 

For solids and liquids,  Qtr = 1, and Q^ is given by 

%ib (T) =   Z-d   2-*     ßi    exp    -v n   \       exp (-Ae/kT)      (2) 
j n J J Kt j 

(n «= 0, 1,  2,....) 

which may be written as, 

.-1 Q^ib(T)     - Hjgj    [1 - exp^hVj/kT)]"1    expC-Ae/kT) (3) 
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We shall be computing partition functions at ^300OK so that the 

harmonic oscillator approximation, is reasonably good. Here k is 

the Boltzman constant, t is the absolute temperature. ^   is the frequency 

of the jth appropriate vibration of degeneracy g. and n is the vibrational 

quantum number and A^ is the difference in zero point energy between 

the isotopes,  m cellulose the barriers preventing free internal 

rotation are high, so that rotations deteriorate into torsional os- 

cillations or bending vibrations.  In the present treatment these will 

be included in Q^ as part of the vibrational partition functlon. 

The stretching and bending vibrations appropriate to cellulose. 

which is a chain molecule of module (H - C - OH), are listed in Tables 

I and II. Their frequencies differ slightly for molecules containing 

different.isotopes because the isotopic mass enters into the reduced 

•nass, p. of the appropriate oscillator from which the particular 

frequency is computed, according to: 

2*    M (4) 

where K is the force constant of the particular vibration. Substituting in (3) 

the frequencies from Table I, and noting that the torsional frequency. 

920 cm . is 3-fold degenerate, one computes Q(2730K) = 1.2302 and 

Q(2980K) - 1.2981 for the module (H - C - OH}. In principle, the 

D-H isotope effect in cellulose involves two possible substitutions: namely 

substitution of a deuteron for the hydrogen linked to the carbon atom and 
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second s„bstItutIon o£ t,le Mr0Ean attached ^ ^^    ^  ^^ ^ 

of R and *• attached to the pivotal carhon. the appropriate redaeed MSS 

la insensitive to aubatltution of H by D bocaaao the „aaaea of R and K' 

are aWt infinitely large relative to H or „. ^  partition iunctions 

computed for the various isotopic aabatitationa of the oellulose 

module are given in Table III. 

Because of the crudeness inherent in assuming bond frequencies 

for cellulose to be equal to those known in rather small organic 

molecules, we neglect anharmonic corrections, and complications such 

as hydration in solution, effect of hydrogen bond formation, etc. 

The fractionation ratios may be written as follows. For the 

oxygen isotopes, there are three equilibria corresponding to isotopic 

exchange between cellulose and each of th*  M,,- <- ana each ot the three oxygen-containing 

molecules involved in the reaction: 

K18(02) = Q*(
CH/8)   Q(02

16) 

Q(CH016)   Q*(o16o18) ^^ 

K18(CO )  = Q*(CH20l8)    Q(C0216 > 
2 Q(CH2016)       QMco16018) (5b) 

K18(H90)-^^      Q(H/6) 
2 «/>,„ „16 *  Q(CH2010) QÄ(H (jlSj (5c) 

where QW is the pavtition  functlon ^ ^  ^.^ ^^ 
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For the hydrogen isotopes, two equilibria enter so that 

Q*(1IC0D)  Q(H 0)             Q*(DC0H)  QOLO) 
K(HCOD) =   __2 ; K(DC01I).= _J_   (6) 

Q(CH20)   Q*(HD0) Q(CIi20)  Q*(HDO) 

and for the carbon isotopes, only one equilibrium enters, that with 

CO-, so. 

13      Q*(C13H0)    Q(C120?) 
KiJ B —t— t  £  (7) 

Q(C12H20)     Q*(C
1302) 

but what the chemist actually measures( ^ is an isotopic fractionation, a. 

For example for oxygen the fractionation factor corresponding to 

equation 5a is: 

{2[02
18] -f [018016]}   [CH20

16]      ^ (8) 

{[018016] +2[02
16]}  [CH20

18] 

Considering the reaction. 

028 + 026 X   2t018016] (9) 

the equilibrium constant is 4 , neglecting a tiny correction for isotope effectf6) 
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1 A I / 

because 02  and 02 , being symmetrical, have only half an many 

rotational states as the aöymraetrical molecule 0 0. Substiluting 

(10) into (8), the fractionalion factor reduces to: 

a18(02)  ^ 
Q|02

16)1/2 Q*lCU2018] 

Q*lo7V/2    Q[CH20iei OD 

I O t f 

Correspondingly C02  and C02 , being synaetric, have only half the 

rotational states as CO 0 , so that 

18      QICO 
16J1/2 Q.V1CÜ,018] 

a ö(co ) - —^rrm   —L-u- 
2  Q*tC0 181J/2 Q(CH,010) 

(12) 

bui' for a(llCOD) and a(DCOII) the isotope effect is large so, 

a(llCOD) 

Q^IHCODl 

Qlcn2oi 

iZQUl^O]  + QdlDOj 

iQliiDOj + 2Q(I)20J 

(13) 

a(DCOH) 

Q*iDC0Hl 

Qrc»2oi 

2QtlL0l + QlHDOl 

QtHDOj + 2QID20J 

Here, while n20 and D20 are symmetric, none of the deutcrated or 

hj'drogcnated cellulose modules are.  Finally because C130» and C120 
2 2 

have the same number of rotational states, also    ILO16 and It 018,  the 
2 2 ' 

fractionation factors are 
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«"(it o) * —=~- Sjy (U> 

*        $*(ii2t»   )     Q(CILCr*) 

iJ*Cc,Jo )    QCCTTljO) 

For Hi» ffttH«.f^ railoM ö/H» C,34:12, antf O^/u16, »^ my no» r^rtifi* 

UM? part U ion fun<:il(»tt fatim (i|*/<|)aj 0.   RM lurtiiicn f♦.«»*• t •      ruile« 

for (Q*/Q)rtavl.t,H ar.? tfllicn frmi trtfy (Itef. 6)» il«*«*» lor (IL«K.     nrt/ 

ukett frei» doopimeiöi» öf B»»iiiit;ia^   'i»i tiioÄP for (mj      ft«« 

Bon IngaV,>  .«nd for Itm» and »,« frc^i llr«'y{6J 

»t.V.'t- 

Tli» raUof 4{if>ro|trl.ui* for oaeh l»u»t«jie ««clian^t* art« lifted in 

Toblc» IV, V a»! VI.    By Mil*!*iiiutln£ tlu-so In «pMCims (ll> thnnifji 

(15) ilw» fmeiionatfon fdclors Iwve hma i -•K»l u^i for 2730K ond J^li. 

Tlw corr«?t«|»itdlng i« ?}  t n«r. «otrXf Ickwts or» limed In liblfl VII, 

til» i.'«.-|'.'r.uu ,■ »o»ffl»f»ni M colculoltd for C,J^'* of O.Jf» ppt 

agrees vlth ih» »o»ff lcl»ni R».mir»d for C^/C12 In plant ond anlml 

Mit»rlal by Sa£k»li ond bis eOHunrtorCt-   *    ' «a that lit» osmtisptlon of 

equlllbrlua Appwrm to b» isar» «r ]»»« v.iHd and on» »on hop» that the 

like calculatlonii for oxy£»n anl hydrogen mty he m-anlngful. 

Pro« Rcf. 6, at e^ullibrlun the tioperattire coefficient of 

IIDO/ILO Is-312^o per degree C* namely fMch larger than that of ih» 

(U/K) ratio calculated for eollttlos»* so titat etfasnrlng it  In a 

geographical distribution of the torn kind of trees sou Id Reasiir» Ih» 
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dlsiributiun In D/U ratio« of rain uatcr. and Bcasurlnf. It Jn a chronological 

sequence would ucasure UM dcpendcnife of the rain water. 

Oil? naive xiswissptIon» are nalnly as follows. We have afisueed 

tlwt cellulose Is forned In solution, that In cellulose rotations have 

dceeneratcd Into torslonal vibration, that Its vibrations arc like those 

in «aalI organic nolecules. and that nanulacture of cellulose In plants 

is an altiast equlllbriim processf1'^ 

the Intent of the present computation Is to sliow that all three 

of the isoiope ratios D/H. cn/C,2f and O^/O
16 aoy well IKI ihem^eter«, 

and tiMt their tmperature coefficients aay have jaeasurable te.i}.nliude8 

in blo-organlc plant residues, and so nay give Infomatlon about 

cllttate variation In the pa^,. 

For cjimiple. w my neasure these ratios In a chronolosleal 

sequence of tree rings. Tt«e results of Parher(l5) are that (I) dlffcrcni 

plant species growing side by side in a narine estuary can have different 

percentages of C  in total carbon content, and (2) Individuals of the 

«ne species have about the sane percentage of CU. So in evaluating 

past cltaates froo Isotope thercoactcrs ve slwtuld neasure changes in 

• single species of tree and we should neasure a chronological sequence 

consisting of several individuals, of the saoe Hind of tree. h.ivlng over- 

lapping life spans, gy ^asurlng trees of overlarpln- life sranr. and 

trees that grow In «parse environaents such as oeuntain slopes, one aay 

•void spurious effects caused by the relaiively greater reeoval of 

C02 fro« air near the ground by abundant low growing plants. 
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Fron Ref. 6. the temperature coefficient of oxygen in rain water 

could he  as latße as -0.36%o per degree C. Also important is the fact that 

C02 nlxcs rapidly through the entire global atmosphere in a time of ^5 

years, and with the occans(l6-19> l„ about 15 years, so that at any time 

the atmospheric carbon Isotope ratios reflect the temperature-dependent 

Isotope separation In the s.a. which has a coefficient of -0.21 ppt/0C 

for oxygen (Rcf. 10), and -0.11 ppt/0C for carbon (Ref. 11). 

One may ask whether there Is isotope exchange between the hydrogens 

bound in old cellulose and In new sap. As shown in Table I. both 

hydrogens are bound very tightly, even more so than the C-C bonds, so that, 

knowing that radio-carbon dates In tree cellulose mainly agree with the 

tree ring dales, meaning that In heart wood carbon does not exchange, we 

can hope the umo to be true of hydrogen In heart wood. But this point 

should be teated. When cellulose is prepared In a thin layer or finely 

ground, and repeatedly wotted and dried, there is come oxchangef21) 

but these conditions are quite different fron cellulose In sound heart 

wood. 



Table I 

Bond 

i 

- C 
i 

- II 

- c 
1 

1 

- c - 
1 

Stretching Vibration 

2%0 cm 

- 0 - H 

C - (Oil) 
i 

o16 - o16 

900 cm 

-1 3680 cm 

(1200 cm*1)* 

1580 cm"1     B » 1.A4560 cm*1 

* Calculntcd from a force constant taken as 1/2 of force constant 
lor C • 0, sec G. Horzbcrg, Infrarml and Raman Sndctrn. I). Van 
Nostrand & Co., Inc.,     " ' '"        ~ 
«Iso Table 89. 

iicv York,   1945,  Table bi pg,   195, and sec 



T^iblc II 

Bending Vibration 

m 
c 

R 

R - Oil 

R - C - OH 
i 
R 

II 
i 

R - c - on 

li 

R - C - O - II 
I 
R 

II 

R - C - Oil 

Bonding Frequency 

920 cm -1 

920 cm 

920 cm 
-I 

(700 cm"1)* 

(375 cm ')** 

* Sec Horzhert», Infrared mul Rm-^n SpuctEvi. on. ctt., page 196, .ind 
Tables 51 t.r.ü 8y, 

♦* Sec llersbcrg. Infrared nnd Raaan Snectra. Cn±_clt., Tables 118 and 
119. ^^  



Table III 

Partition Functions for the Hodulo of Cellulose 
I 

(H - C - OH) 
1 

ond Us I sotoplc ModlfIcation» 

Q(IICOH) Q(DCOIi) 
* 

Q(HCOD) 
*  13 

Q(COII20) 
*        is 

Q(cn2o10) 

273\ 1.2302 40.850 35.014 l./i2.#«0 1.5620 

2980K 1.2981 32.693 ; ,.i •• 1.48U 1.6659 



Table IV 

PtfrtUion Function 

Q*|DCOII)/q(IICOliJ 

2730K 29S0K Cament 

33.206 23.187 T.ibK   III 

Q*tHC0Dj/QlHC0|Jl 28.462 21.636 

12.S43 (^löj^./Qll^Ol^^r'-     16.503 12.543 II. C. Urt*y (Kt*r. 6)* 

32.7400        24.9460 •J'liUK.l^/OIHjOJ^, 

* TIic partition function Mtlo for liquid Is obtained by mmlnlyins the 
iKtrtltton function rail« for gasi by thu 0/11 r.ttlo In IlijuJd dlvldal by 
that for f-as.    It  1« taken boro as 1.104 at 2730j;, and as 1.074 at 
2980K, vbcro tbc nutaber^ In parentherväs rofer to nartltlon of trlili* 
see Kef. 22. 

Table V 

PertIt Ion ftinctlon 2730K 

Q*CCUH20J/Q|C121I20| 1.1575 

In   QMCl:,02l/Q|C1202l  (gae) 

Q»|Cn02J/Q|Cl202J  (gat)        1.2181 

298°»: 

1.1435 

1.1919 

Cojssoni 

Table 111 

0.19732       0.17558       Y. 80^1^ 



Tdblo VI 

PariIt Ion ninetlon 

Q*|ai2Ol8|/Q|CM20|16 

rQ**(oI8)/Q(ol6)li( 

1/2 Inf^tOO^Jtas/QCC^^sot) 

(Q*|co>8i/Q|coJ$Hl/2sat 

iBC^lB-O^Jtat/QtlL^^sM) 

2730K 2980K Source 

L.2697 1.2833 Till» j'ljM r 

1.0923 \.i.\n Uri-y (iu?f. 6) 

0.12530 0.11108 Boceinsa, (Ki?f. n) 

1.1336 1.1175 

.16 J*. ^I^O^I/Ql^O^J^ 

0.06822 

1.070* 

0.061l.i 

l.'^r. 
BottlBtB* (Ki'f.  13) 
StN? coinciit IH»IOW 

Si ifl/il8 ^'f P»««; «nation r«|ö for v.ii*r v^r vitl, 

1.00930 at a^TKi  (R«f. U, pdg« 806) 



Table VII 

2730K      20Rok' Temperature 
^/J K      298 K Coefficient 

a18(02)     1.1624     1.1863     +0.96   
0/  per oc 

oo 

a18(C02) 1.1200 1.1484 +1.14 */     per oc 
oo 

a (H20)     1.1725     1.1956     +0.92   
0/  per 

0
C 

oo 

a13 O-9503     0.959'.     +0.36   0/  pcr oc 
oo 

• (HCOD)     1.5881     1.5983     +0.4    0/  per o 
oo " 

A (DC0II)     1.8095     1.8606     +2.0    0/  pCr ^ 
oo 

The coraputed tenperature coefficients listed above acree 
very well with the value 0.35 ppt per 0C mcasuretl for cU/ 
C12 by Degens et. ol.. Ref.  4, and with the value 3.0 ppt 
per oc measured for D/ll by W. E. Schlt-i    s-i.™™ ITC    CIO 511    t\QT}\    "n    .     J      ./ acniegi,  bciencc 175,  512- 
Rccordcr."        ,)cutcrlus, Content of Peat as a I'alco-cTinatc 
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